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Executive summary

The use of the dock for adult defendants in our criminal courts is unquestioned. 
Secure docks – with high walls made of glass panels – are most common, 
although some defendants will be held in open, wooden docks. While some 
courts will allow the defendant out of the dock in narrow circumstances, this 
is a far from uniform practice. Despite their use being an accepted norm, 
particularly among the legal profession, the dock has not always been so 
embedded within the courtroom. 

The established use of docks was not cemented until as late as the 1970s, 
while the secure dock now in use did not arrive until 2000. Even today, there 
is no statutory requirement or judicial authority requiring their use in our 
courts. Rather, it is simply recommended Ministry of Justice policy that they 
be available in all criminal courts. The rationale for these increased security 
measures in recent decades has not been documented in the public record. 

JUSTICE is concerned that the use of the dock impacts upon the defendant’s right 
to a fair trial, in particular: effective participation in one’s defence; preserving 
the presumption of innocence; and maintaining dignity in the administration 
of justice. These rights have long been protected by our domestic legal system, 
the European Convention on Human Rights and international human rights 
law. 

Notably, a number of other jurisdictions, including those that share our 
common law heritage, have abandoned the use of the dock. These jurisdictions 
offer useful examples of discreet and humane alternatives, which are used on 
a case-by-case basis. Available statistical evidence for the Netherlands and the 
United States demonstrates security incidents rarely occur, and the same can 
be expected of England and Wales.  

Moreover, the adverse impact of the dock on the defendant’s right to a fair 
trial has been explicitly recognised by appellate courts in both the USA and 
Australia; in fact, the rejection of the dock in the USA is safeguarded by 
reference to constitutional guarantees  he findings of a recent e peri ental 
study in Australia aimed at assessing the prejudicial impact of the dock on 
juries further support JUSTICE’s concerns.



In light of our legal obligations to secure the right to a fair trial in practice – and 
taking into account the experience of comparative jurisdictions – JUSTICE 
calls for reconsideration of the use of the dock in our criminal courts. At a 
time when HM Courts and Tribunal Service is reviewing the use of its estate, 
attention should be given to how our courtrooms are designed, by reference to 
actual need, rather than tradition.

Recommendations

1. There should be a presumption that all defendants sit in the well of the 
court, behind or close to their advocate; 

2. Open docks should no longer be used and defendants should sit with 
their legal team; 

3. Where security concerns exist, a procedural hearing should be held to 
satisfy the court that additional security is required;

4. In cases where there is no security risk, defendants should also sit with 
their legal team;

5. We invite the Lord Chief Justice to consider issuing a practice direction 
with regard to the above recommendations;

6. We invite HM Courts and Tribunal Service, the Ministry of Justice and 
other appropriate agencies to explore alternative security measures to 
the dock, mindful of the need for such measures to be concealed from 
the judge/jury and comfortable for the defendant; and

7. We invite the Ministry of Justice and other relevant agencies to review 
prisoner escort custody contracts to ensure appropriate security can be 
supplied to the courtroom.





Introduction

The defendants sit in this dock because… [i]t is the way in which 
the court is laid out and it certainly is nothing to…a defendant’s 
detriment that he sits in a dock. It is convenient from the court 
layout, as it is convenient for me to sit there and you to sit there 
and he then to give evidence.1 

Such a direction will be familiar to criminal court advocates. Its intention is 
to avoid juries prejudicing the defendant during criminal trial as a result of 
where they have been ordered to sit. This in itself indicates that there may be 
a problem with the dock, known to the legal profession, but largely ignored. 
The direction goes on to assert that the defendant does not suffer any detriment 
from the dock. But do the parties at trial actually consider whether defendants 
will be affected by it?

Judicial discretion determines whether a defendant should be placed in the 
dock. While some judges and magistrates will consider the exercise of their 
discretion in individual cases, there is no uniform guidance on how the question 
of security should be addressed. The standard approach therefore is that all 
adult criminal defendants remanded in custody are placed in a secure dock for 
the duration of their trial. The secure dock resembles a large glass box, with 
high walls made of glass panels. If the defendant is not remanded in custody, 
he or she will almost always appear in an open dock, rising to waist height.

A standard magistrates’ court with secure dock to the right.
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In this Report, JUSTICE examines the emergence of the dock in criminal trials, 
and its recent transformation into the secure dock. We question its need and its 
impact on the fairness of the trial, as well as its interference with the dignity of 
the accused person who is, of course, innocent until a pronouncement of guilt.

On entering court it is hard to avoid the presence of the dock as it dominates 
the room. A brief trial visit can demonstrate that a person encased in the dock 
is isolated from the proceedings. As a consequence, an independent observer 
would struggle to avoid the impression that the enclosed defendant appears 
guilty.

The advocates and tribunal are concerned with the fair presentation of 
evidence during trial, and as such are focused on the papers before them, or the 
evidence given in the witness box. The jury, however, is in the position of the 
independent observer. Invariably new to the courtroom, for them the dock can 
be a formidable unknown.

The dock has failed to elicit much critical comment, at least partly because it is 
not a primary focus for the legal practitioners in the courtroom. The use of the 
dock in criminal trials has quickly become an accepted norm, and as a result its 
use is rarely challenged. In this manner, the dock as a standard element of court 
design has simply become ‘part of the furniture’. This is perhaps surprising 
when it is considered that the dock also inhibits communication between 
lawyer and client.

The dock has not always been so embedded within the courtroom; its history 
is rather brief when positioned along the timeline of our common law heritage. 
Even today there is no legislative or judicial requirement that courts utilise 
docks. A number of common and civil law jurisdictions do not use the dock at 
all. In the United States of America the dock is seldom, if ever, used. 

The reason for the modern, widespread use of the dock is to prevent escape 
or violence. Therefore, what started out as a mechanism of delineating places 
in the courtroom has, in our view, become a disproportionate solution to 
meeting this perceived threat. Moreover, this threat does not appear to be borne 
out through evidence. A growing body of academic criticism, supported by 
empirical evidence, maintains that the use of the dock has a direct bearing on 
the fairness of the criminal trial. While security concerns and the prevention 
of witness intimidation are necessary considerations, in JUSTICE’s view, 
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the enclosure of the defendant in the dock in all circumstances is a wholly 
disproportionate response that undermines the fairness of the proceedings. 

As the conclusion to this Report demonstrates, JUSTICE believes that the 
ustification for the use of the doc  is flawed  t ris s an unfair trial by preventing 

effective participation in one’s defence and offending the presumption of 
innocence. Furthermore, it undermines the sense of dignity in the administration 
of justice. We expect that, ultimately, removing the dock from criminal courts 
would allow for ore fle ible use of the court estate and provide cost savings 
to Government. At the end of this Report we set out recommendations for 
reform that would see an end to the use of the dock.  
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Emergence of the dock 

It is often assumed that the dock is the traditional and necessary place for 
the defendant, determined through judicial or parliamentary process. As a 
consequence, it is accepted by society, not least the legal practitioners appearing 
in the courts every day. It is not often that they will make applications for their 
client to come out of the dock and sit at the bar table and almost unheard of that 
they will challenge the dock on appeal. 

However, the use of the dock is not based on long standing precedent. On 
the contrary, its presence in our courtrooms was not standard until relatively 
recently. Extensive research by Professors Linda Mulcahy and David Tait has 
found that prior to the 1980s there was little consistent practice in the use of the 
dock in criminal proceedings in England and Wales.2 

Historical development 

Accused people in England and Wales have long been excluded from the ‘bar’ 
(now ‘well’ of the court) during criminal proceedings. This was the court’s 
inner space, within which justice was deemed to be done and this largely 
remains the case today. In the early trial system this designated space was 
occupied solely by the udge and court officials, but it gradually e panded to 
accommodate lawyers.3 

It was not until the seventeenth century that a separate enclosure for the criminal 
defendant began to be used and even following the introduction of the dock, 
its use in courts was sporadic and patchy. Its development is likely the result of 
a need to distinguish the defendant from the public, who also gathered at the 
other side of the bar.4 As trials became lengthier, those waiting to stand trial 
started to be held outside of the courtroom, until the court was ready to hear 
their case. By the 1840s a separate corridor led the defendant from the cells 
to the dock in most Assize courts and Quarter sessions. During the nineteenth 
century, doc s gradually beca e ore elaborate and fortified, the structure of 
some dominating the courtroom.
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The dock’s design and positioning differed between courts; nor was it used 
in all criminal proceedings. Multipurpose spaces such as shire and town halls 
continued to play host to criminal trials throughout the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries where there were no separate enclosures for defendants.5 Even where 
doc s did e ist, few rese bled the fortified structures seen in our courts today  
In magistrates’ courts the dock was often little more than an iron rail,6 or a 
small platform surrounded by a railing.7

During this period, a gradual separation of lawyers and their clients in the 
courtroom also began to take place. It is worth recalling that defendants were 
not allowed to be a witness in their own defence until 18988 as they were 
not deemed reliable. Until about 1730 defence lawyers were not generally 
accepted in criminal proceedings9 and permission to address the jury directly 
only arose from 1836 onwards.10 As defence barristers took on a greater role in 
the adversarial process and started to demand more space within the courtroom, 
they came to be the ‘main actors’ in the criminal trial. An innovation in court 
design by John Soane then saw lawyers placed in rows facing the bench, with 
their backs to their client. This quickly became a popular design during the 
nineteenth century and it became routine for lawyers to sit in a separate part 
of the court to their client with their backs to them.11 It seems, therefore, that 
the emergence of the open dock in England and Wales, and consequentially 
the gradual marginalisation of the defendant within their own trial, can be 
explained by the necessity to identify the defendant, the rise in the right of the 
defendant to legal representation, and grand architectural design, rather than 
any concern to preserve security. 

The established use of the dock was not cemented until as late as the 
1970s, when national guidelines provided for its uniform position at the 
rear of the court, enclosed on three sides, and recessed into the wall.12 The 
standardised installment of the dock took place in the aftermath of the 
Beeching Commission.13 The Commission recommended the abolition of 
the Assize system, the establishment of the Crown courts and the centralised 
management of judicial property. A large-scale, centrally coordinated court-
building progra e followed  his progra e led to the creation of the first 
government planning guide for courts, a process through which architects, 
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civil servants and the judiciary were encouraged to combine their collective 
experience of court design into templates for uniform application. The rhetoric 
which permeated this process emphasised ‘democratic design principles’ 
and focused on ‘lightness’ and ‘dignity’.14 Despite this apparent progression 
towards modern, inclusive and approachable court design, the use of the dock 
was not uestioned and, in fact, beca e fir ly entrenched

Secure docks 

The process of securing docks began in 1985 with the use of a rolling bar 
top to prevent defendants from climbing into the well of the court. The dock 
remained in an alcove placement at the rear of the court. Likewise, the writing 
desk in the dock was removed for fear that the defendant would use it as a step 
to get out of the dock. The rolling bar was subsequently replaced with a glass 
ledge. The dock also moved out of its alcove and into the room in a peninsular 
arrangement where it was only connected to, rather than embedded in, the wall. 

he o e Office reco ended the installation of glass barriers atop the doc  
as a consequence. The secure dock familiar to practitioners today was only 
initiated through a pilot scheme as late as 2000. Since then, the Court Standards 
and Design Guide has required that either ‘standard’ (open) or ‘secure’ docks 
be available in all criminal courtrooms, dependent upon ‘security needs’.15 

The rationale for these increasing security measures and their almost universal 
roll out has, so far as we are aware, not been documented in public record. 
Research to date suggests that there is a paucity of rigorous data demonstrating 
that the threat of violence on the part of the defendant or attempts to escape 
the dock are regular problems. Likewise, incidents of public harm towards 
defendants are rarely known. While there may have been localised security 
concerns that led to the development of secure docks, it is not easy to discern 
an ongoing ustification for their blan et application

There continues to be no statutory requirement or judicial authority demanding 
the use of docks in the courts in England and Wales. It is simply recommended 
policy that docks be available in the courtroom. It is therefore entirely within 
the discretion of the courts, upon application by the defendant, or upon their 
own volition to dispense with the dock in any trial and allow the defendant to sit 
with their legal representatives.16 In reality, the vast majority of defendants are 
put in the dock whether charged with minor or serious offences. This was seen 
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particularly starkly when three MPs appeared at court on charges of expenses 
fraud in 2010, and despite a request by their barrister that they be excused from 
the dock, the Chief Magistrate at Westminster determined that to be the usual 
place for defendants to sit:

It looked slightly like the bulletproof conservatory the Israelis 
built for Adolf Eichmann. A tiny woman, a court attendant, locked 
them in, possibly in case they tried to flee in time for a crucial 
Commons vote.17

Most court buildings now only contain courts with secure docks, though some 
large ones have both. This means that people who are no risk at all may be 
required to sit in the dock. In Crown courts, the recommended design puts the 
dock at the back of the room, while in the magistrates’ court it is at the side.18 
There are examples in magistrates’ courts of bailed defendants being allowed 
to sit behind the advocates’ benches, or elsewhere in the well of the court, 
perhaps as no open dock is available.19 Some magistrates’ courts continue to 
have no dock at all and consideration is given as to whether a case should be 
held in a secure courtroom. In a survey conducted by Dechert LLP (the Dechert 
questionnaire) for this report, which shows a snapshot of current practice 
and attitudes, the majority of barristers said that their clients had rarely been 
allowed out of the doc  hen they were, it related to specific types of cri e, 
notably long and complex fraud cases, or the defendant’s age or disability.20 
However, almost all said that the defendant was required to sit in the dock for 
jury empanelment and verdict, suggesting that the dock continues to hold a 
formal purpose in all cases.

Challenging the use of the dock 

There have been relatively few challenges to the use of the dock in England and 
Wales, neither on a policy level nor through the courts. Historical challenges 
have been found in court reports in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, with 
the presiding judge acceding to requests to enter the bar and sit beside counsel 
from those hard of hearing or accused of a misdemeanour rather than felony, 
or for litigants in person. However, there are no reported challenges in modern 
times.21 A number of law reform campaigns in the 1960s and 1970s gained 
so e traction but did not succeed in influencing eaningful change  t now 
seems that an invigorated challenge to the use of docks, led by the practitioners 
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in the courtroom, is necessary. This has already started to emerge,22 supported 
by concerted academic effort. The higher threshold for legal aid eligibility may 
also result in more litigants in person, whose positioning in the courtroom will 
have to be re-visited.

Other jurisdictions 

It is perhaps unsurprising that the positioning of the defendant in a criminal trial 
is far from uniform across other jurisdictions; as with the trial itself, security 
and demarcation has been approached in varying ways. Different practices 
regarding the dock are apparent in both common and civil law jurisdictions. 
It is true to say that England and Wales is not alone in using the dock; several 
countries use a similar glass structure to that used here. 

However, a number of jurisdictions manage security concerns without relying 
on the dock, including those that share our common law heritage and continue 
to hold adversarial, jury trials. The staunchest example is the United States 
where the defendant appears next to counsel at the bar table. In Ireland, South 
Africa and the Australian Capital Territory – all common law jurisdictions – 
the defendant sits just behind, or next to the bar table, also unconstrained. A 
similar situation can be witnessed in Denmark and the Netherlands.

A range of comparative experience, without being comprehensive, is considered 
in more detail below and throughout this report.

Europe

Many European nations have applied more draconian security systems than that 
adopted in England and Wales, but are now moving away from these. A ‘metal 
cage’ has historically been used as a standard security measure for defendants 
appearing before a court while in custody in a range of predominantly Eastern 
member states of the Council of Europe, such as Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, 
Moldova and Ukraine. Armenia and Georgia have now abandoned its use. 
Moldova and Ukraine are in the process of doing so, replacing with ‘glass or 
organic glass screens’. Azerbaijan continues to use the ‘metal cages’, although 
they have been replaced with ‘glass barriers’ in some courts. Some other 
member states use ‘cages’ for security reasons in certain circumstances or in 
certain courts. For example, in the Serious Crimes Court in Albania the accused 
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may be placed in a dock enclosed by metal bars. In France, some courts use 
glass docks, which in rare cases are reinforced with steel cables and only used 
pursuant to a decision by the presiding judge of the court. In Latvia, although a 
minority of tribunals still have metal cages, that practice is falling into disuse. 
n taly, etal cages installed in the s for trials of alleged afia or terrorist 

group members are no longer used.23 In other European jurisdictions, such as 
Denmark, Ireland and the Netherlands, it is not used at all.

Ireland 

Ireland’s history was of course linked with the British experience until the 
1920s, and the dock emerged in Ireland’s courts in a similar way. However, 
following independence courts were largely built without the dock. 

In Irish courtrooms the defendant sits in a designated area opposite the jury and 
close to their legal representatives, without being enclosed and without prison 
guards. In the District Court, where a single judge has sentencing powers up to 
two years, defendants are permitted to sit in the public benches. 

The dock remains in historic courthouses, such as Green Street in Dublin. 
From the 1980s onwards, Green Street housed the Special Criminal Court, 
which comprises judge only trials. The defendant continued to be placed in 
the doc , flan ed by prison officers  owever, on occasion, the ourt would 
accept applications for the defendant to sit outside of the dock, adjacent to their 
lawyers  hese trials were transferred to the ri inal ourts of ustice five 
years ago, where the courts do not have secure docks, though the seating for 
the defendant is surrounded by what some may consider to be an open dock.24

Netherlands 

There is no evidence of docks ever having been used in Dutch courts. Before 
the 1970s the defendant was positioned behind a waist high fence, and had to 
stand there during the entire trial. In 1971 this practice was abandoned. Since 
then, defendants have sat in front of the judge. Their lawyer sits either next to 
them, or behind them. Direct contact between lawyer and client, as well as the 
judge, is possible in all cases.25
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The United States of America 

Despite its shared common law heritage with England and Wales, the United 
States abandoned the use of the dock almost completely, half a century ago. 
For this reason it is a useful jurisdiction to consider, both for the principled 
arguments made against the dock and also as a source of viable alternatives. 
The United States has the largest prison population in the world,26 with 
many more serious offences being tried there than in the UK. Nonetheless, 
defendants are not put in a dock – secure or otherwise – during trial. Accused 
persons sit at the table with their lawyer, without any visible sign of shackling 
or confine ent  oc s are not used in federal courts, are unheard of in  
of 50 states, and are only used sporadically in the remaining ones.27 Despite 
heightened security concerns, this position was not affected by the 9/11 
terrorist attacks. In a recent study, at least one respondent admitted having 
to loo  up the definition of doc ’, while others described the practice as an 
anachronism’, and ‘extreme’.28

he doc  never filled an integral space within  courtroo  design, certainly 
not in the wholesale manner now seen in the courts of England and Wales. 
There are a number of likely reasons for this, one of which is that when the 

erican colonies were first being established under nglish rule in the 
seventeenth century, the dock was still a rarity in the English courts, and so 
there was no practice to imitate.29 More compelling for our purposes, the 
rejection of the dock is embedded in constitutional guarantees, indicative of 
the struggle against colonial powers and due process abuses.30 

Australia

Most states in Australia still permit and use the open dock in criminal 
proceedings. Most jury trials do not use the glass dock, although the majority 
of courts have so e for  of secure doc  inety five per cent of atters are 
heard in magistrates’ courts, and for the majority of these, defendants sit at the 
bar table, or just behind it. In the Australian Capital Territory all defendants 
are able to sit directly behind counsel. While in the majority of Australian 
states the practice of placing the defendant in some form of dock is therefore 
ongoing, there has been an increase in research and the collection of empirical 
evidence concerning the dock.31 
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Far from justifying resort to the dock, this mixed practice demonstrates that 
there are a range of approaches which can be taken to ensure the security of all 
the participants in criminal proceedings – the dock is just one, and perhaps the 

ost draconian, of these   significant proportion of the urisdictions that still 
put defendants in a separate enclosure for the duration of the trial have begun 
to consider the implications of doing so.32 

What emerges from a consideration of the history of the dock and its use in 
other jurisdictions is that there are different approaches to the layout of the 
courtroom and role of the defendant in it. Far from clear is that the dock serves 
an ongoing, legitimate purpose in the modern criminal trial.
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Procedural rights of the accused 

The right to a fair trial has long been recognised in the courts of England 
and Wales. This incorporates the fundamental safeguard of the right to be 
presumed innocent until proven guilty, the burden upon the Crown to prove 
the ingredients of the offence, and the right to remain silent. It also includes the 
right to mount a defence and have the assistance of counsel to do so, as well as 
in the last 60 years, the right to legal aid where the defendant is unable to pay. 
Equally intrinsic to the justice system is the respect for human dignity. These 
principles are enshrined in the European Convention on Human Rights and 
in international human rights law, but drawn heavily from our common law 
values and safeguards. In order to ensure that a trial is fair in practice, these 
principles have to be effective, their exercise facilitated by the court, and their 
importance respected not undermined.

JUSTICE has three key concerns with the dock. These relate to the way in 
which its use may impact upon the defendant’s right to a fair trial: in relation 
to effective participation in one’s defence, preserving the presumption of 
innocence, and maintaining dignity in the administration of justice. 

Effective participation

For a trial to be fair, a defendant should be able to participate in the proceedings 
in a number of ways. Article 6 of the European Convention on Human 
Rights33 (ECHR) requires that the defendant be able to understand the nature 
of the charge laid against the  be appointed a lawyer  have the benefit of 
an interpreter; have adequate time to prepare a defence; be able to defend 
themself; and be able to challenge the prosecution. The European Court of 
Human Rights (ECtHR or Strasbourg court) considers the principle of equality 
of arms as one of the features of the wider concept of a fair trial, meaning that 
each party must be afforded a reasonable opportunity to present his case under 
conditions that do not place him at a disadvantage vis-à-vis his opponent.34 The 
rights in the Convention must be effective in practice.35

The use of the dock in criminal trials interferes with the proper enjoyment of 
these rights. The dock essentially excludes the defendant, placing him or her 
in a structure which is physically removed from the proceedings. Locking the 
defendant away in the dock in all courts unfairly distances the defendant from 
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their legal representatives and prevents them from meaningfully taking part in 
their own trial. Putting forward a defence is not just about speaking from the 
witness box, especially since the right to silence affords the defendant the right 
to choose whether to speak at all. In the adversarial system, the evidence that 
can be relied upon primarily comes from live witnesses who are led through 
their evidence at trial  his a es the role of the defendant far ore significant 
than in the civil systems where the dossier of evidence is prepared pre-trial 
with little witness evidence given during trial. Even then, in the Netherlands, 
for example, importance is given to the ability of defendants to interact with 
their legal team throughout the trial process, sitting defendants next to or in 
front of them.

Communication with legal representatives 

he positioning and fortification of the doc  in ngland and ales a es it 
very difficult for the defendant to co unicate with their lawyer during the 
trial proceedings. Every legal practitioner in the criminal courts is familiar with 
the efforts of defendants to communicate from behind the glass at the back 
of the courtroom. The defendant in the secure dock can only communicate 
by passing notes via security officers in the doc ,36 knocking on the glass, or 
gesticulating in an attempt to grasp the attention of their lawyer. It is often the 
judge who notices that the defendant wants to communicate with their lawyers, 
and ust draw attention to it  his difficulty in co unicating has arguably 
been exacerbated in recent years as legal aid cuts have meant that solicitors 
or solicitors’ clerks are in Crown courts less often and so many defendants no 
longer have a go-between to pass notes to counsel from the dock.

On a visit to the Old Bailey, JUSTICE staff witnessed this communication 
challenge; one defendant becoming frustrated to the point where he asked us 
to get the attention of his solicitor. The barrier created by the dock can lead to 
delayed or failed communication; an answer may not have been challenged 
or a different question may have been asked. Defendants are rarely asked 
their view during trial on what questions should be put to witnesses or on the 
answers given – the set up prevents this. It is therefore hard to know how often 
a lack of communication impacts upon the outcome of the trial. In the survey 
of barristers conducted by Dechert LLP, the majority said it would assist to be 
able to take instructions throughout proceedings in complex matters, such as 
fraud.
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It therefore seems obvious that the defendant, if given the opportunity, may 
have constructive challenge to the evidence being heard.

Advocates may say that they have taken full instructions from their clients 
ahead of trial and that they are fully prepared. Some may argue that the 
positioning of the defendant allows defence counsel to present the defence 
without being distracted by the defendant. They do not need to converse, nor 
does it matter if the defendant can fully hear or be heard from inside the dock 
as a consequence. 

This argument was in fact endorsed by the Strasbourg court in Stanford v UK.37 
There the Court considered that the defendant’s right to effective participation 
could be satisfied by his legal tea , observing that no co plaint about the 
dock was made to the judge during trial and his counsel would have had 
every opportunity to discuss with the applicant any points that arose out of the 
evidence which did not already appear in the witness statements. It observed 
that article 6 ECHR requires the Contracting States to intervene only if a failure 
to provide effective representation is manifest. 

The Strasbourg court has continued to hold that the dock, or enclosure, does 
not undermine the presumption of innocence or equality of arms protected in 
article 6 ECHR per se.38 This is because the proceedings as a whole must be 
considered unfair, pursuant to article 6(1) ECHR. In reaching this conclusion 
in Ashot Harutyunyan v Armenia, the ourt noted that the applicant benefited 
from the assistance of two lawyers and that nothing in the arguments before 
the ourt indicated that the applicant could not co unicate confidentially 
and freely with his lawyers or with the ourt fro  his confined position 39 
However, in a subsequent case the Court found that restrictions hindered 
the right to confidential co unication between defendant and lawyer, due 
to the per anent presence of escort officers and a prohibition on the lawyer 
approaching the client within 50cm, in addition to the secure enclosure.40 
Although the Court has been conservative in this area it is clearly prepared to 
consider the hindrance of the dock on a case-by-case basis.

It frequently occurs in the courts of England and Wales that live witness 
evidence will take on a different tenure, or further details will emerge during 
uestioning, that could benefit fro  the instructions of the defendant  n cases 

where there are multiple defendants with alternative defences, the problem 
of ta ing confidential instructions fro  the doc  is readily apparent and 
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e acerbates an already difficult procedure  n our view the trasbourg court 
in Stanford did not consider the effective exercise of participation by the 
defendant in their own trial in the UK system. If it had, in our view, it would 
have found that communication is in practice hindered by the dock.

Defendant’s active involvement from the dock 

Notwithstanding the relatively conservative approach of the ECtHR, it is 
apparent that the use of the dock plays a key role in further marginalising the 
defendant from their trial. This was witnessed during a JUSTICE visit to the 
Old Bailey. At one point in the proceedings the prosecution handed out copies 
of a document containing cell-site evidence, but did not have enough copies to 
share with the defendants in the secure dock. No application was made for the 
trial to stop while further copies were made; the defendants had to do without. 
This seems to be a clear sign that there is no expectation that the defendant 
should be able to properly follow the proceedings, but it is a problem that 
would not have arisen had the defendant sat with their solicitor.  

The case of Stanford concerned a trial that took place in 1988, in a new Crown 
court in Norwich, which incorporated a form of glass dock. The applicant 
argued that he had a hearing problem which was exacerbated by his position 
in the glass doc , a ing it difficult for hi  to hear the testi ony being given, 
and therefore his trial was unfair  he doc  officer also said he could not hear 
the witnesses. The complainant, in particular, was softly spoken and bowed her 
head during evidence. She had already been moved closer to the judge and jury 
to be heard. A report commissioned by the UK Government during the case 
found that acoustic design targets in the courtroom had been met. Yet it was 
accepted by the parties that Mr Stanford could not hear. 

ost lawyers say it can often be difficult to hear the defendant fro  inside 
the secure dock, which would suggest that it is also hard for the defendant to 
hear what is being said outside. A very experienced court interpreter informed 
us during the course of the project of the strain and concentration required 
to interpret inside a secure dock because of the sound barrier it can create, 
a problem many interpreters have raised. Intermediaries have also reported 
that hearing and being heard fro  inside the secure doc  can be difficult 41 
It may seem surprising that this argument has not been raised in trials before 
as a reason for defendants to be sat elsewhere. In our view, the dock is so 
entrenched in court custom that it is likely that defendants just resign themselves 
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to being unable to fully follow what is happening. If defendants cannot hear 
the case being made against them, this raises serious concerns about effective 
participation in their own cases. As Lord Reading pronounced in 1916:

The reason why the accused should be present at the trial is that 
he may hear the case made against him and have the opportunity 
... of answering it. The presence of the accused means not only 
that he must be physically in attendance, but also that he must be 
capable of understanding the nature of the proceedings.42

Effective participation in other jurisdictions 

n the other urisdictions identified above, defendants sit with their lawyers 
throughout the trial. In the US great effort is often made by the defence 
lawyer to appear engaged in discussion with their client, keen to show their 
involvement to the jury. In 1914 a court in Pennsylvania decided as a matter of 
principle that sitting at the bar table was necessary for a defendant to enjoy the 
common law right to freely consult with counsel.43 In People v Zammora44 the 
Court of Appeals of the State of California found that the challenges faced in 
that case – namely the distance between counsel and their clients due to limited 
courtroom space and multiple defendants – were ‘the result of the failure of the 
court,’ and held that ‘under such circumstances, it is not the Constitution or the 
rights guaranteed by it that must yield.’

In the Australian case of Benbrika, considered further below, the judge found 
that the screen arrangement isolated ‘the dock and its occupants from the body 
of the Court’ making client-lawyer communications impossible without the 
lawyer entering the dock.45 He viewed the screens as cutting off the accused 
from the courtroom in such a way as to render their presence hardly more real 
than if they appeared by video link. Similarly, the judge in Baladjam identified 
the right to a fair trial and communication with lawyers as being compromised 
by the dock arrangement.46

Domestic comparators 

The argument that the defence advocate may be distracted from presenting 
the case by ‘interference’ from the defendant sitting next to them seems weak 
when one considers the situation of other courts in England and Wales. In 
the youth court, defendants sit at the bar table with their lawyers. The same 
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is true of military courts, parole board hearings and disciplinary hearings at 
prisons. Likewise in any civil proceeding – be it divorce, public law child 
neglect, immigration removal or mental health review tribunal. None of these 
proceedings has been critiqued as being impeded by the presence of the client, 
but all can involve similarly serious and emotive disputes. 

The experience of other courts in England and Wales and the jurisdictions 
considered above demonstrate that the placement of the defendant with their 
legal team enables instructions to be taken throughout the trial. Irrespective of 
how helpful the advocate believes their client’s input might be during trial, the 
significant issue is that it is their trial, of which they are entitled to feel not only 
a part but also in control.

The presumption of innocence 

The presumption of innocence is a right long recognised and protected in 
international human rights law, and in our domestic legal system. It lies at the 
heart of fair criminal proceedings. Lord Sankey famously described the duty 
upon the prosecution to prove guilt as the ‘golden thread’ running through 
English criminal law.47 The principle is articulated in international human rights 
treaties binding the UK, including the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights48 (ICCPR) and the European Convention on Human Rights. It 
is also a norm of customary international law49 and it is a non-derogable right, 
which cannot be limited in any circumstances, including public emergency.50 
In order to preserve the right, not only are procedures required to enable 
evidence to be considered in full before a verdict is reached, but the appearance 
of guilt must also be avoided before and during trial. In relation to Article 14 
ICCPR, which sets out the right to be presumed innocent, the UN Human 
Rights Committee has held:

[I]t is a duty for all public authorities to refrain from prejudging 
the outcome of a trial, e.g. by abstaining from making public 
statements affirming the guilt of the accused. Defendants should 
normally not be shackled or kept in cages during trials or 
otherwise presented to the court in a manner indicating that they 
may be dangerous criminals. 51
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It is JUSTICE’s view that the dock can taint the defendant with the appearance 
of guilt  his could have a significant i pact upon the decision that a tribunal 
reaches, especially where the decision maker is a jury whose members are not 
familiar with the court system.52 It is acknowledged that magistrates receive 
specific training to assist the  in identifying and avoiding any pre udices 
against a defendant. In this sense, they are more akin to judges than jurors, 
and less likely to perceive any prejudice as a result of the dock. Nevertheless, 
every tribunal is fallible, and is therefore open to succumbing to their personal 
biases, however much they think they have set them aside. 

The dock is described as one of the ‘generic aspects’ of the courtroom by 
HM Courts and Tribunals Service Court Standards and Design Guide. In our 
view the dock is far from being a ‘generic’ structure. Rather, it is an imposing 
element of the courtroom that is likely to stand out as something exceptional 
to jurors, who have had little prior exposure to criminal proceedings and 
courtroom design. The dock is likely to signal to jurors that the individual 
inside it is different to them; a person who for some reason should not be 
permitted to sit amongst the other participants in the trial; a person who needs 
to be controlled; a person who ultimately could be dangerous. This impression 
is most likely exacerbated by the proliferation of American crime drama on 

ritish television  he place ent of the defendant in a fortified glass cage in 
our courts may well cause some surprise if jurors expect to see the accused 
sitting at the front of the courtroom alongside their lawyer. 

Presumption of innocence in other jurisdictions

Concerns about the dock and the prejudice it may engender were highlighted 
as far back as 1979 by the US Court of Appeals for the First Circuit. The dock 
continued to be used at the discretion of the judge in Massachusetts until the 
1980s, though there was by then no record of any form of dock being used in 
other states during the trial.53 The appellate court took a critical view of the 
practice: 54

Confinement in a prisoner dock focuses attention on the accused 
and may create the impression that he is somehow different or 
dangerous. By treating the accused in this distinctive manner, 
a juror may be influenced throughout the trial. The impression 
created may well erode the presumption of innocence that every 
person is to enjoy.
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In reaching this view, it applied a contemporary US Supreme Court judgment 
that declared the clothing of defendants in prison uniform unconstitutional 
because it served as a constant reminder of the accused’s condition.55 The First 

ircuit ourt later held that where no ustification is given by the trial udge, 
and there are no security concerns, confine ent in the doc  is unconstitutional, 
both in terms of the presumption of innocence and the burden placed on 
effective consultation with counsel.56 

In Ireland, the Committee on Court Practice and Procedure recommended in 
1966 that the trial of the most serious indictable cases be moved to the more 
modern Four Courts in Dublin from the historical court on Green Street, which 
provides raised, open, wooden enclosures in the theatrical style of Victorian 
courtrooms. Objections to this move based on the court layout were refuted, 
particularly the value of the dock57:

We do not consider that a dock is an essential part of courtroom 
equipment for a criminal trial. On the contrary we consider that 
the dock is out of date and incompatible with the presumption 
that the accused is innocent until he is proved guilty. Moreover 
the presence of the accused in the dock hampers speedy 
communication with his legal advisers in court. 

In Australia there is also appellate authority from the Queensland Court of 
ppeal considering both handcuffs and a floor to ceiling glass cage in the case 

of Farr.58 Not only were the appellant and his co-defendants accused of a very 
violent crime, more than one of the defendants had engaged in violent conduct 
at a previous stage of the case. An earlier High Court decision had held that 
security precautions should ‘be no more obvious than necessary’ and every 
effort should be made ‘to avoid or mitigate the prejudicial effect which such 
precautions may have on the mind of the jury.’59 The Court in Farr held that 
the trial judge had accounted for both criteria, that a security measure was 
necessary and all of the accused should be contained with the same measures 
so as not to prejudice one more than the others. 

However, more recently, Supreme Court judges of Victoria and New South 
Wales considered the secure dock in trials before them and reached different 
conclusions to that in Farr.60 In both trials, the accused were charged under 
federal counterterrorism legislation developed in the wake of the 9/11 attacks. 
In Benbrika, 12 men were tried in Melbourne and in Baladjam, five en were 
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tried in Sydney. The courtrooms in both were adapted to accommodate multiple 
defendants. In one case the dock was a glass box structure, with further glass 
separations between the accused and ultiple prison officers, while in the other 
it was a ‘glassed-in room to the side of the court’. In both cases, the trial judges 
decided that the glass should be removed from the dock. In Benbrika, the 
judge found that the arrangement of the dock would ‘materially diminish’ the 
right of the accused to the presumption of innocence. Similarly, the judge in 
Baladjam said that the jury might get the impression that the defendants were 
‘dangerous’ as a result of the setup. Interestingly, this judge highlighted the 
fact that uries are influenced by everyday e periences, including what they see 
on the television, and noted that this may reasonably give rise to expectations 
as to how a court should look.

Empirical research 

Until recently there has been little empirical evidence to support what many 
courts in other jurisdictions have asserted to be a commonsense, objective 
observation. However, in 2014 a group of academics in Australia conducted 
an experimental mock jury study, designed to test whether the placement of 
the accused in a doc  influences urors’ perceptions 61 The study involved an 
experiment in a trial court with over 400 participants. A trial was simulated 
multiple times by actors over the course of a few days in Sydney to jury sizes of 
20 – 40 participants.62 In order to accommodate them, the jurors were seated in 
the usual jury seats but also in the public gallery. The experimental conditions 
put the defendant in three places in the courtroom: at the bar table with his 
barrister, in an open dock and in a secure, glass dock. 

The research built upon a growing body of evidence that jurors’ decisions can 
be influenced by stereotypes,63 frequently without being conscious to the cues 
they use to assess credibility.64 Building design – in this example, delineated 
areas of the courtroom and secure docks – can therefore accentuate the effect 
of these cues.65 Participants were asked to complete a survey at the end of the 
trial and rate the influence of evidence in reaching their verdict, on a scale 
of 1-5. This was then compared against the position of the defendant during 
trial in each of the three scenarios. The results showed that where the juror 
rated evidence as either strong or weak, the positioning of the defendant had 
little impact on conviction/acquittal rates. However, where the strength of the 
evidence was rated as inconclusive, the doc  played a significant role in the 
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outcome. In this scenario, a jury convicted the defendant 33 per cent of the 
time when sat at the bar table as compared to 67 per cent of the time when held 
in a doc  he findings suggest that where the evidence does not provide a 
clear-cut answer, the presentation of the accused takes on a decisive role in the 
jury’s evaluation of guilt. Notably, the impact on conviction ratings remained 
the same whether the accused was held in an open or a closed dock. This study 
would indicate that an open, ore dignified doc  structure has the sa e i pact 
on the presu ption of innocence as fortified doc s  

However, the secure dock did have more of an impact when the verdicts 
given were considered against jurors’ prior rated levels of punitiveness – this 
had a small impact when the defendant was at the bar table but over twice as 
much in the glass dock.66 The dock seems to therefore trigger prior prejudices. 
Likewise, when the defendant was at the bar table, the jury seemed to take 
considerably more notice of the evidence than when he was in the secure 
dock.67 This may suggest that the visual cue of the dock reduces the need on the 
part of the jury to be convinced by the evidence.68 The impact of the glass dock 
was particularly apparent upon women, those over 35 years of age, and those 
in professional employment.69 For JUSTICE, the footage of the mock trials 
demonstrates another interesting result; placement of the defendant at the bar 
table allows interaction between defendant and defence counsel that appears to 
be impossible in the other scenarios. Seeing counsel treating the defendant as 
a participant in his defence also has an impact upon the impression one gains 
of him.70

iven that this is the first study of its ind, the results ust be cited with 
some caution. For example, the trial would have lasted much longer and the 
jurors would have been free to deliberate for as long as they wanted if it was a 
real trial; the courtroom was modern in design, with an integrated glass dock 
rather than the retro fitted secure ones found in rown courts in ngland and 
Wales where the effects could be more pronounced; although the script was 
carefully controlled, the actors were not legal professionals and the defendant 
was not actually facing terrorism charges. Nonetheless, the study provides 
strong evidence of what common sense and other jurisdictions have been able 
to discern – placing the defendant in a separate enclosure can have a profound 
impact on jury prejudice. Moreover, that impact can occur whether the dock is 
open or closed.
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he udg ents fro  other urisdictions did not re uire proof of the influence of 
the dock on the jury’s decision. Instead, they relied on the principle that visible 
signs of restraint may influence decision a ing, thus deciding that ar ing a 
defendant with the ‘brand of incarceration’ should be avoided.71 It is therefore 
clear that the dock is, at the very least, ‘one more layer of prejudice’72 and one 
that is easily avoided by taking the defendant out of it. 

Dignity in the administration of justice 

Respect for the inherent dignity of human beings is the foundation of 
international human rights law73 and part of the very essence of the ECHR.74 
Treatment is considered to be ‘degrading’ within the meaning of article 3 
ECHR when it humiliates or debases an individual, showing a lack of respect 
for, or diminishing, his or her human dignity, or when it arouses feelings of 
fear, anguish or inferiority capable of breaking an individual’s moral and 
physical resistance.75 Such treatment can also impact upon the exercise of a 
person’s defence at trial, and interfere with article 6 ECHR. Contracting Parties 
must ensure that a person is detained in conditions which are compatible with 
respect for their human dignity and that the manner and method do not subject 
them to distress or hardship of an intensity exceeding the unavoidable level of 
suffering inherent in detention.76 

The Strasbourg court has, on many occasions, dealt with the use of separate 
enclosures for defendants in criminal trials, not only in the UK case of Stanford 
considered above. The enclosures scrutinised by the Court have varied in 
design across the different jurisdictions, but the most common form has been 
metal, barred, cage-like structures. This design has predominantly been used 
by Russia and former-Soviet states. The nature of the cages considered in these 
cases are plainly less humane and arguably more likely to impact jury bias than 
the dock types used in England and Wales. Nevertheless, the ECtHR draws out 
a number of fundamental principles in relation to both article 3 and article 6 
ECHR which are of equal application in our courts. 

The ECtHR in V v UK77 considered the importance of conducting criminal 
proceedings in a manner which reduces the sense of intimidation and inhibition 
for defendants  hile it did not find a violation of article  , it found 
that the right to effective participation pursuant to article 6 ECHR had been 
hindered due to the distress of the applicant during trial. The complaint arose 
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out of the trial of two young boys charged with the murder of Jamie Bulger. 
Their trial was conducted in the formal manner of an adult criminal trial, with 
the public and media present throughout the three weeks duration. It seems 
remarkable now, some twenty years on, that this was considered appropriate. 
While many elements of the trial were in question, the role the dock played 
was put under particular scrutiny. The Court noted the boys’ ‘immaturity and… 
disturbed emotional state’, and commented that:78

…there is evidence that certain of the modifications to the 
courtroom, in particular the raised dock which was designed to 
enable the defendants to see what was going on, had the effect 
of increasing the applicant’s sense of discomfort during the trial 
since he felt exposed to the scrutiny of the press and public.

he ourt considered it highly unli ely, in contrast to its finding in Stanford, 
that the applicant would have felt sufficiently uninhibited, in the tense 
courtroom and under public scrutiny, to consult with his legal representatives 
during the trial.

Following the court’s decision in V, the Lord Chief Justice issued ‘Practice 
Direction (Crown Court: Young Defendants)’ dealing with children and young 
people in criminal trials.79 The direction moved the juvenile defendant out of 
the dock in all cases:80

A young defendant should normally, if he wishes, be free to sit 
with members of his family or others in a like relationship and 
in a place which permits easy, informal communication with his 
legal representatives and others with whom he wants or needs to 
communicate.

As with the jury direction that opened this report, the statement recognises 
the fact that a dock is not a place in which easy, informal communication with 
lawyers and others can take place. The factors mentioned in the passage are 
not, in our view, child specific  s indicated above, the freedo  with which 
an individual charged with a criminal offence should be able to communicate 
with their lawyer is in principle no different as between an adult and a child. 
Unfortunately, a number of respondents to the Dechert questionnaire indicated 
that not even young people are routinely sat outside of the dock in Crown court 
trials.81
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In every case that has come before the Strasbourg court relating to the use of a 
barred enclosure to contain a defendant, a violation of article 3 ECHR has been 
claimed.82 The structure consists of metal rods on four sides with a wire mesh 
ceiling. This has been described as a cage by the Court and commentators. 
In the majority of these cases the Court has found a violation where its use 
could not be ustified by security considerations 83 However, over the years, the 
Court’s acceptance of the cage in any circumstance has narrowed considerably. 
Last year, in Svinarenko and Slyadnev v. Russia, the ourt finally decided 
that under no circu stances could the use of the cage be ustified in cri inal 
proceedings:84

… holding a person in a metal cage during a trial constitutes in 
itself – having regard to its objectively degrading nature which 
is incompatible with the standards of civilised behaviour that 
are the hallmark of a democratic society – an affront to human 
dignity in breach of Article 3.

As the concurring opinions of Judges Nicolaou, Keller and Silvis indicate, 
the decision is particularly fortunate as the previous cases seemed to ignore 
the principle that once the threshold for severity has been passed for a 
violation of article 3, no arguments can justify the ill-treatment, as the article 
is non-derogable. The Judges also observed, obiter, that metal cages are being 
replaced with glass enclosures or ‘organic glass screens’ and suggested that 
“such ‘cages’ might raise issues under the requirements of procedural fairness 
in article 6(1) ECHR and the presumption of innocence in article 6(2) of the 
Convention”.85

Comments such as these mark a progression in the jurisprudence of the 
Strasbourg court towards an understanding of the dock as a structure which 
has a significant i pact on the defendant’s due process rights, in addition to 
offending the dignity of the individual placed in it, whether metal or glass.  
Irrespective of the Court’s approach, enclosing a person in a glass box or 
wooden pen is clearly an objectively humiliating experience and its rationale 
must be questioned as an affront to the dignity of proceedings.
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Out of the dock 

In our view, the dock, in whatever form, interferes with effective representation, 
undermines the presumption of innocence and is an affront to the dignity of the 
administration of justice. This provides a cogent argument for its removal from 
the courts of England and Wales.

With respect to the open dock, its use has much declined with the arrival of 
the secure dock. But where it is still available, it is hard to see any argument 
for putting a person in an open dock, other than tradition. Such custom does 
little more than preserve public spectacle, by drawing attention to the raised 
and varyingly fortified bo  in which an accused person is re uired to re ain 
throughout trial. Given that the open dock causes much interference with the 
fair trial of the defendant, historical custom holds little value. We therefore 
argue that open docks should no longer be used in any case.

By contrast, the secure dock responds to security concerns. However, the 
starting point for the adoption of any easure ust be identification and 
uantification of actual ris  Our assess ent of available infor ation is that in 

most cases, security does not pose a challenge in the courtroom. Most people 
are remanded in custody because of a risk of committing further offences or 
interfering with witnesses. There are very few who can be considered to pose 
an actual risk of escape or violence in the courtroom. In JUSTICE’s view, it is 
not appropriate for the majority of defendants to face interference with their 
right to a fair trial because of a minority. Furthermore, retaining the dock for 
the few will only enhance the potential prejudice of the jury and discriminate 
between defendants as to who can effectively participate in their defence. We 
therefore consider that the use of the dock should be abolished entirely. 

However, people who do pose a real risk must be appropriately secured during 
trial. Careful handling of these cases will be critical in getting defendants out 
of the dock. 

Alternative security measures 

The dock is currently considered to be the only viable security measure in our 
courts. JUSTICE does not believe this to be the case and considers instead 
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that there are viable alternatives. Such alternatives must, of course, also avoid 
interference with the fair trial rights of the defendant.

A helpful starting point is to look at the alternatives to the dock used in other 
jurisdictions.

The US remains a risk-averse society. It is surprising that the secure dock has 
not crept into its courtrooms. Not only has this not occurred, other forms of 
security measure have likewise been subject to challenge. This is because 
three fundamental constitutional principles govern criminal proceedings: the 
presumption of innocence; the defendant’s right to counsel; and the maintenance 
of the dignity and decorum of judicial proceedings86 - the same principles in 
issue with regards to the dock. The US Supreme Court in Illinois v Allen87 held 
that shackling a defendant offends that dignity and physical restraint impacts 
the defendant’s ability to effectively communicate with counsel. The Court has 
further held that unless there are exceptional reasons for doing so, the accused 
should appear unrestrained before the jury.88 Recently in Deck v Missouri89 
the Court found routine shackling during the sentencing phase of a capital 
trial to be unconstitutional in the same way as it is in the guilt phase, due to 
its inherently prejudicial nature; any visible restraints on the defendant would 
inevitably imply to the jury that the defendant was a dangerous person. 

However, security remains an issue of the utmost importance to the US criminal 
justice system. The right to remain free of physical restraint may be overcome 
in a particular instance by essential state interests such as physical security, 
escape prevention or courtroom decorum.90 The arrangements of the courtroom 
including security measures are solely within the trial judge’s discretion, as in 
the UK. However, unlike the UK, the US Supreme Court has noted that the trial 
court must make a ‘determination, in the exercise of discretion, that [restraints] 
are ustified by a state interest specific to a particular trial ’91 While there is no 
definite rule as to the for  of such a hearing, a nu ber of federal appellate 
courts have impressed the need for a formal, evidentiary hearing with sworn 
testimony to determine whether a restraint is necessary.92 It must therefore be 
established whether a measure will interfere with a defendant’s rights and if 
so, whether any particular security easure or restraint can be ustified in the 
face of that interference. 
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The measures adopted in the US have been wide ranging and include the use 
of handcuffs, leg shackles, a leg restraining device worn under a trouser leg 
that locks when the wearer attempts to run, or a chair restraint. Mouth gags, 
spit masks, belly chains and stun or shock belts have also been used in extreme 
cases of last resort.93 Though many of these have been heavily criticised, and 
regularly overturned on appeal as an abuse of trial discretion, none have been 
ruled unconstitutional per se.94

When restraints are imposed, courts attempt to ensure that procedural 
safeguards are in place to mitigate any potential prejudice and ensure a fair 
trial. These methods include concealing or otherwise hiding restraints from the 
jury, such as by draping a cloth around counsels’ table to obscure defendants’ 
shackles, or hiding them under clothing; and giving explicit instruction to the 
jury to disregard any visible restraints.95  

Clearly a number of these alternatives may sound objectionable for use in our 
courts. However some of the devices used, such as a leg or chair restraint may 
provide a humane and discreet alternative to the dock. The law in England and 
Wales in this regard is very similar to that of the US:

Unless there is sufficient reason (which usually means a real risk 
of either violence or escape), a defendant ought not to be visibly 
restrained by handcuffs or otherwise either in the dock or in the 
witness box. Even if there is some relevant risk, alternative forms 
of avoiding it ought to be investigated before resort is made to 
visible restraint. A secure dock; the interposition of prison officers 
between defendants or either side of a single defendant; police 
officers inside or outside the courtroom; and in an extreme case… 
armed officers to be in the court building are all alternatives 
which are routinely employed. The reason for that approach is, 
we hope, obvious. The jury must be free to decide upon the guilt 
or innocence of the defendant without the risk of being influenced 
against him by sight of restraint which in their minds suggests that 
he is regarded with good cause as being a dangerous criminal.96

In the English case of Horden, from which the above dicta is drawn, the trial 
judge had failed to make enquiries as to the need for restraint, relying simply 
on a written application from the prison escorts that he had a marker for 
escape. Court of Appeal enquiries showed such concern to be historic, and no 
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more than an assumption based on the defendant’s senior position in organised 
crime. As the Court indicated, such applications are made routinely, but should 
be made with supporting evidence and investigation – a serious history of drug 
offending does not automatically equate with escape. Moreover, a warning of 
risk on a prisoner escort record relates to a number of scenarios outside of the 
courtroom. As noted by Lord Justice Hughes, as he then was, ‘The situation 
in a courtroom is different. Of course a determined attempt to escape is very 
occasionally made from a court-room, but it is a very public and a very unusual 
thing to do.’97

All of this reasoning can be applied to the use of the dock itself, rather than the 
dock being seen as a suitable alternative to handcuffs. We would argue that a 
secure dock in fact creates a much worse impression than handcuffs – it is a 
constant visual reminder that the defendant is presumed so dangerous that they 
must be locked in a sealed enclosure.

The Horden judgment underlines that where a proposed measure is likely to 
interfere with the fair trial rights of the defendant, careful scrutiny is required 
before it can be imposed. This should take place upon a pre-trial application, 
with a procedural hearing convened to determine whether any measure is 
necessary. Post Horden, any security measure requires the reasoned direction 
of a judge in order to be imposed. By contrast, the use of the dock has become 
so engrained that no procedure ever takes place to determine whether its use 
is necessary.

In the majority of cases, the security measure adopted in the US is the placement 
of ore law enforce ent officers in the courtroo  ndeed, in reland when 
there are security concerns, this is the only security measure deployed in the 
courtroom. If the defendant is particularly disruptive they will be removed, 
which can of course also happen in our courts whether or not they are behind 
glass. 

The same is true of the Netherlands. Where the defendant has been remanded 
in custody, or where a particular ris  has been identified, at least two ar ed 
police officers are usually present in the courtroo  andcuffing a defendant 
during the hearing is very rare, usually as a result of a psychological/
psychiatric evaluation and applies only to those defendants who are considered 
very dangerous, as it is generally believed to be contrary to the presumption 
of innocence, despite there being no jury.98 Additionally, every courtroom is 
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equipped with an alarm device under the tables of judges and prosecutors. 
Once that is activated the court is uic ly isolated by the officers present  
These measures are very rarely used.99

There are two high security courts in the Netherlands, in Amsterdam and 
Rotterdam, for extremely dangerous defendants and very serious cases. These 
court buildings have additional security checks at the entrance, armed security 
officers in the courtroo  and usually only one public court  he public, rather 
than the defendant, sits behind a glass screen. This same approach is taken in 
the International Criminal Court in The Hague. Headphones or an intercom 
connection are used to hear the proceedings.

Prevalence of security incidents 

Statistics on security breaches in US courts during the period 2005-2012 
record 406 court-targeted acts of violence and other incidents.100 Of these, 131 
(34%) occurred in the courtroom, though the data does not distinguish between 
civil or cri inal courts, or who the perpetrator was  hese figures should be 
considered in the conte t of  illion cases being filed in the courts during 
2012 alone, of which 19 million were criminal.101 Assuming all the courtroom 
violence occurred in criminal trials and was carried out by defendants, 17 
incidents a year out of 19 million cases would be barely perceptible.

These statistics also have to be considered against the backdrop of security 
standards in the US generally, and the prevalence of guns in society. Court 
building assessments reveal that in a majority of areas, court security for state 
courts is sorely lac ing, with  per cent of courts having no security officers 
in courtrooms during proceedings, 70 per cent having no CCTV cameras in the 
courtrooms and 26 per cent having no security screening at the entrance to the 
court building whatsoever.102

In the Netherlands, research has shown that the Dutch courts have approximately 
1.7 million trials per year (including civil and administrative cases) and receive 
around 2.5 million visitors in the public areas. Around 17 incidents involving 
aggression or violence take place per year. Most of these incidents concern 
verbal aggression, violence without weapons or injury or physical aggression. 
Again, it is not clear how many of these are caused by defendants in criminal 
trials. Following serious incidents in 2003 and 2013, by both defendants and 
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members of the public, reviews of court security were carried out. The secure 
dock was not considered as an option. Rather, more police presence, surveillance 
cameras and screening of all entrants to the courts were recommended.103

We have been unable to identify similar statistics to the US and the Netherlands 
for England and Wales. However, many fewer cases are being heard in the 
criminal courts of England and Wales.104 With screening on entry to our courts 
and alarm devices in courtrooms routinely available, it can be expected that 
security related incidents will be far less likely if the dock were removed from 
our courts than their counterparts in the US. 

Viability of alternatives in England and Wales

We consider that there is a range of viable alternatives to the secure dock that 
could be utilised in the courts of England and Wales. The experience of other 
jurisdictions supports this position.

If assessment begins to take place, in our view, the cases in which a security 
measure is actually needed in England and Wales will be demonstrably rare, 
and therefore require a small amount of additional resource, that would 
otherwise be spent on the dock in every case. Whether a security measure is 
required should become an ordinary part of the pre-trial application process, 
and be considered at the plea and case management or other necessary hearing 
along with other applications.

In the Leicestershire magistrates’ courts we understand that bailed defendants 
are usually sat in the second row of benches so that they can see and hear, 
as well as be seen and heard. Intermediaries, McKenzie friends and parents 
or guardians of children sit beside them. They are not invited to sit on the 
front row due to concerns about being too close to prosecutors, legal advisers 
and magistrates, and technical equipment that could be damaged or used as 
weaponry.105 Although this practice relates only to bailed defendants, and has 
emerged because there are no open docks in the courtrooms, it has caused no 
difficulties in this conte t, and has beco e custo

here it is dee ed necessary, additional security officers can be utilised in 
the courts, as the Court of Appeal observed in Horden. In our view, in the 
vast majority of cases this will be the most appropriate response. Currently 
prisoner escorts or doc  officers are already present in the secure doc  with the 
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defendant. They could be sat, discreetly, in the courtroom to act as a deterrent 
from escape, or placed outside the courtroom by the door. Where no risk at all is 
present, these officers could be utilised in the courts where security is re uired, 
thereby ini ising any cost of deploying additional officers  e understand 
that current prisoner escort custody contracts ay a e redeploy ent difficult  
We therefore invite the Ministry of Justice and other relevant agencies to 
review these contracts to ensure that appropriate security can be supplied to 
the courtroom.

Discreet and humane restraints could be explored in the rarest of cases where 
serious danger of violence is present. Such devices could be leg or chair 
restraints rather than handcuffs, since they can be easily concealed from the 
tribunal.

In new court buildings, consideration could be given to including courtrooms 
where the public is situated behind a glass screen, such as in the Dutch example, 
or in a gallery above. This would further minimise the risk of harm in cases 
where security is legitimately a concern. It would also address the legitimate 
concern that the risk of harm is assessed to be towards the defendant from the 
public. Whether the jury is also placed behind such a screen would require 
research, perhaps in a mock trial similar to that recently conducted in Australia. 
This would determine whether it would isolate the jury from proceedings and 
hinder their decision making process, as well as engender prejudice against the 
defendant in the same way as the dock has been shown to do.

Our expectation is that removing the dock from criminal courts will ultimately 
provide significant costs savings to the ustice syste  he secure doc  itself is 
an expensive construct – with each costing around £30,000 – and requiring a 
number of security guards to staff it. But beyond the direct costs, maintaining 
the doc  under ines fle ibility in the allocation of courtroo  space  e oving 
the doc  fro  cri inal courtroo s would provide for greater fle ibility in the 
use of the estate of HM Courts and Tribunal Service, and would allow for the 
development of new multi-use court facilities.  

Clearly the enhanced security measures we propose for a minority of cases 
would require resources, at a time when provision for spending is limited. 
However, with fewer people subjected to such measures than now used (i.e. 
through the secure dock), we would anticipate a more modest spend on security 
than is currently the case.
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Placement of the defendant in the court

If the defendant is not required to sit in the dock it is necessary to consider the 
best position in the courtroo  for the  s identified above, one critical concern 
regarding the dock is that it prevents effective participation in one’s defence by 
inhibiting communication with the defence legal team. The defendant should 
therefore be situated with that team, as in the US and Dutch examples. 

One additional concern raised with us has been cases with multiple defendants 
raising different defences in close proximity, having the opportunity to cause 
harm to each other. Arguably, once placed among their legal team in the well 
of the court, defendants will feel more engaged in their own defence and may 
be less concerned about their co-defendants. In cases of serious concern, 
concealed leg restraints and the positioning of defendants at a distance from 
each other between solicitors or counsel should diffuse and prevent any risk. 

Some concern may exist that movement of the defendant will cause intimidation 
of witnesses and victims giving evidence or sitting in the public seats, that is 
otherwise managed by the dock. It has been emphasised that witnesses must 
be confident enough to appear in court and feel safe while giving evidence  
Thought is required to ensure sightlines are maintained and in the case of 
vulnerable witnesses giving evidence from behind a screen, the defendant 
cannot see them.  

However, in our view, the dock can amplify the sense of intimidation as much as 
create a sense of safety. We consider that if the defendant is seated on the second 
row of the advocates’ benches, amongst the lawyers in the well of the court the 
likelihood of intimidation of witnesses will be reduced. The positioning of the 
defendant in court should be identified ahead of trial through itness ervice 
liaison, so that it does not come as a surprise for witnesses, and every usual 
step should be taken to make the giving of evidence as comfortable for them 
as possible  e believe that the defendant’s position can be fle ible in the 
case of vulnerable witnesses so that the least intimidation is felt. Nevertheless, 
witnesses must expect to see the defendant in the courtroom in any other case 
and understand that it is them on trial. 
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Conclusion

Rather than being a generic part of courtroom furniture, the dock in fact forms 
an extension of the prison cell into the courtroom. When considered against 
the longstanding fair trial rights of the effective participation in one’s trial, 
presumption of innocence, and dignity in the administration of justice, it is 
difficult to see how the doc  can be ustified  aving considered the available 
research and approach in other jurisdictions, we have reached the conclusion 
that it cannot.

In order to ensure that a fair trial is effective in practice, every defendant 
should, in our view, sit in the well of the court, next to or behind their legal 
representatives. This will enable defendants to actively take part in their own 
case, by being available to provide instructions and respond to evidence far 
more easily than the current arrangement allows. It will also remove any 
prejudicial effect that the dock might hold against defendants. 

We have seen no evidence to suggest that the vast majority of defendants pose 
any security risk during trial. In the few cases of legitimate concern, a procedural 
hearing should be convened to assess the risk, borne out by cogent evidence. A 
judicial decision should be made as to the appropriate measure to address that 
individual risk, with the mechanism of least interference being adopted. In our 
view, this measure should no longer be the secure dock as the more rare its use 
becomes, the more prejudicial it will be in cases where security is necessary. In 
the a ority of cases, additional court security officers will suffice  ut where 
a restraint is considered necessary this should be discreetly concealed from 
view and as humane as possible.

We call upon the lawyers, judges and magistrates in our courts to consider 
whether the dock is necessary for each defendant appearing at trial. 
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Recommendations

1. There should be a presumption that all defendants sit in the well of the 
court, behind or close to their advocate; 

2. Open docks should no longer be used and defendants should sit with 
their legal team; 

3. Where security concerns exist, a procedural hearing should be held to 
satisfy the court that additional security is required;

4. In cases where there is no security risk, defendants should also sit with 
their legal team;

5. We invite the Lord Chief Justice to consider issuing a practice direction 
with regard to the above recommendations;

6. We invite HM Courts and Tribunal Service, the Ministry of Justice and 
other appropriate agencies to explore alternative security measures to 
the dock, mindful of the need for such measures to be concealed from 
the judge/jury and comfortable for the defendant; and

7. We invite the Ministry of Justice and other relevant agencies to review 
prisoner escort custody contracts to ensure that appropriate security can 
be supplied to the courtroom.
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